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Figure 1. From a monocular video sequence, MOVER reconstructs a 3D scene that best affords humans interacting with it. Existing methods
for monocular 3D scene reconstruction ignore people and produce physically implausible scenes. MOVER takes as input: (1) several images
of human-scene interaction (HSI) from a static camera, (2) a rough estimate of 3D object shape and placement in 3D space [64], and (3)
estimated 3D human bodies interacting with the scene [45, 66]. Each frame contains valuable information about humans, objects, and the
proximal relationship between them. MOVER accumulates this information across frames, to optimize for a physically plausible 3D scene.
The final 3D scene is more accurate than the input and enables reasoning about human-scene contact.

Abstract
Humans are in constant contact with the world as they
move through it and interact with it. This contact is a vital source of information for understanding 3D humans,
3D scenes, and the interactions between them. In fact, we
demonstrate that these human-scene interactions (HSIs) can
be leveraged to improve the 3D reconstruction of a scene
from a monocular RGB video. Our key idea is that, as a
person moves through a scene and interacts with it, we accumulate HSIs across multiple input images, and use these
in optimizing the 3D scene to reconstruct a consistent, physically plausible, 3D scene layout. Our optimization-based
approach exploits three types of HSI constraints: (1) humans who move in a scene are occluded by, or occlude,
objects, thus constraining the depth ordering of the objects,
(2) humans move through free space and do not interpenetrate objects, (3) when humans and objects are in contact,
the contact surfaces occupy the same place in space. Using these constraints in an optimization formulation across
all observations, we significantly improve 3D scene layout
reconstruction. Furthermore, we show that our scene reconstruction can be used to refine the initial 3D human
pose and shape (HPS) estimation. We evaluate the 3D
scene layout reconstruction and HPS estimates qualitatively

and quantitatively using the PROX and PiGraphs datasets.
The code and data are available for research purposes at
https://mover.is.tue.mpg.de.

1. Introduction
Human behavior and the interaction of humans with their
environment are fundamentally about the 3D world. Hence,
3D reconstruction of both the human and scene can facilitate
behavior analysis. Where and how humans interact with a
scene can be used to predict future motions and interactions
for human-centered AI and robots, or to synthesize these for
AR/VR and other computer-graphics applications.
Tremendous progress has been made in reconstructing
3D human bodies [12, 37, 39, 44–46, 58, 66, 67, 79, 92, 93]
and 3D scenes [6, 17, 31, 64, 95] from monocular images
or videos, typically in isolation from each other. In real life,
though, humans always interact with scenes. Consequently,
humans (partially) occlude the scene, and the scene (partially) occludes humans. Strong human-scene occlusion can
cause problems for both scene and human reconstruction.
In contrast, recent work on human-scene interaction
(HSI), estimates humans and scenes together [10, 26, 87].
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PROX [26] demonstrates how HSI can be used to constrain
3D human pose estimation, but it requires a 3D scan of the
full scene to be known a priori. This is often unrealistic
and cumbersome, as it requires one to conduct offline 3D
reconstruction by walking around the scene with a depth
sensor [103] to observe it from many view points.
What we need, instead, is a method that estimates the
scene and humans from images of a single color camera.
This is challenging, as the lack of depth information causes
the scale and placement of objects to be inconsistent w.r.t.
the humans interacting with them. This leads to physically
implausible results, like humans penetrating objects, or lacking physical contact when walking, sitting, or lying down,
causing bodies to “hover” in the air (see Fig. 2). Methods
that reconstruct 3D humans from single views leverage statistical body models [38, 56, 66, 90] as priors on the body
shape and pose. However, the same tools do not exist for
the collective space of 3D scene layouts. This is due to the
enormous space of possible object arrangements in indoor
3D scenes, the large number of different object classes, and
the huge inter-class (e.g., chairs and desks) and intra-class
(e.g., desk chair and club chair) shape variability.
To address the above issues, we present MOVER, which
stands for “human Motion driven Object placement for Visual Environment Reconstruction”. MOVER leverages information across several HSI frames to estimate both a plausible
3D scene and a moving human that interacts with the scene.
Figure 1 provides a high-level overview. MOVER takes as
input: (1) a set of color frames from a static monocular camera, (2) a 3D human mesh inferred for each frame [45, 66],
and (3) a 3D shape inferred for each object detected in the
scene [42, 64]. As output, MOVER produces a refined 3D
scene, comprised of repositioned input objects, so that it is
consistent with the estimated 3D human; i.e., it satisfies the
expected contacts on the body [27], while preventing interpenetration. MOVER uses a novel optimization scheme, that
jointly optimizes over camera pose, ground-plane pose, and
the size and position of 3D objects, while being constrained
by various HSI constraints.
MOVER takes three types of HSI constraints into account: (1) humans who move in a scene are occluded or
occlude objects, thus, defining the depth ordering of the objects (c.f. [75]), (2) humans move in free space that is not
occupied by objects and do not interpenetrate objects, (3)
contact between humans and objects means that the contacting parts of their surfaces occupy the same place in space.
Thus, we leverage both explicit (i.e., contact) and implicit
(i.e., free space, no penetrations) HSI cues. MOVER is able
to use these because it employs detailed meshes for both the
scene and the moving human. In contrast, the few attempts
that have been made in this direction use oversimplified
shapes [10], i.e., 3D bounding boxes for objects and skeletons for humans, work only for static humans that contact

(a) 3D scene reconstruction [64] and HPS [66] in isolation.

(b) HolisticMesh [87]. L: single-image results. R: multiple-images result.

Figure 2. Where existing methods struggle: (a) humans in estimated scenes penetrate objects or lack contact with objects and
“hover” in the air when estimated in isolation [64, 66] (b) humans
interpenetrate objects, even, when the 3D scenes and humans are
jointly optimized with single (left) or sequential images (right) [87].
In contrast, we leverage human scene interaction constraints in a
global optimization across all input frames, to compute a scene that
is coherent with the human motions (see Fig. 1).

a single object [96], or do not integrate information across
several interaction frames [10, 87, 96].
Comparisons against the state of the art on the PROX [26]
and PiGraphs [74] datasets show, that MOVER estimates
more accurate and realistic 3D scene layouts that satisfy
the expected contacts, while minimizing penetrations, w.r.t.
the moving humans. Interestingly, we find that MOVER’s
estimated 3D scene can be used to refine the human poses,
with a PROX-like method [26]. While estimating 3D scenes
and humans from a single camera is challenging, our results
suggest that they are synergistic tasks that benefit each other.

2. Related Work
Single-view 3D Human Pose in “Isolation”: Estimating
human pose from an image is a long standing problem
[62, 73]. Typically, this is cast as estimating 2D or 3D
joints of body [2, 60, 69, 82, 83] or whole-body skeletons [7, 36, 86]. Recently, there has been a significant
shift in research interest towards reconstructing the 3D human body surface which, in contrast to the joints, interacts directly with objects and can be observed by commodity cameras. To this end, many non-parametric methods
[21, 47, 71, 72, 78, 84, 89, 102] have been developed, that
estimate either depth maps [21, 78], 3D voxels [84, 102], 3D
distance fields [71, 72], or free-form 3D meshes [47]. While
these methods can reconstruct bodies with details like hair
and clothing, they do not encode body parts or provide correspondence across people and poses. In contrast, parametric
statistical 3D shape models of the body [3, 25, 56] or body,
face, and hands [38, 66, 70, 90] provide this information
and allow re-posing. Since parametric models represent the
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Method
PHOSA [96]
Holistic++ [10]
HolisticMesh [87]
Ours

GDI
3
7
3

Cam.
7
7
3

C-HOI
3
7
3

N-HOI
7
7
7

FGC
7
3
3

3

3

3

3

3

Table 1. Comparison of the most relevant methods. GDI: Geometric
Detailed Interaction. C-HOI: Contact-Human-Object Interaction.
N-HOI: Exploiting free space constraints with no object contact.
FGC: Feet-Ground Contact. Cam.: Camera orientation and groundplane are refined with humans or not.

shape and pose in a low-dimensional space, they are a powerful tool to estimate the surface from incomplete data (e.g., 2D
images with occlusions) through optimization [5, 38, 66, 88],
regression [13, 39, 40, 44, 46], or hybrid approaches [37].
However, all the above methods reason about the human
in “isolation”, i.e. without taking the surrounding objects
and scenes into account. Thus, they struggle to reconstruct
details like contact with objects, and often fail due to occlusions (e.g., bodies standing behind furniture). PARE [45]
addresses this by leveraging localized features and attention,
gaining robustness to occlusions. We initialize our approach
with [45] to refine the 3D scene layout.
Single-view 3D Scene in Isolation: 3D reconstruction from
single views has been addressed in several recent works
that leverage learned geometric priors for specific object
classes or entire scenes. Shapes from single views are reconstructed using generative models for specific object classes
[14, 24, 61, 77, 85]. The methods differ in the underlying
representation, which ranges from volumetric representations like occupancy fields [61] and implicit surface functions [55, 65], to explicit surface representations like triangular meshes [22, 85]. To reconstruct scenes, single objects
can be detected [28] and reconstructed in isolation. MeshRCNN [22] detects the objects in an RGB image, and predicts geometry for each object individually. Instead of a generative mesh model, Izadinia et al. [33] and Kuo et al. [48]
retrieve individual CAD models for the detected objects in
the scene. Bansal et al. [4] infer a normal map from the input
image that is used to align a retrieved CAD model. Instead of
predicting normal maps from the input image, several methods estimate depth maps [20, 23, 50, 76], or pixel-aligned
implicit functions for objects [71, 72, 89] and scenes [17, 19].
Joint estimation of the room layout and objects with scene
context information is done for isolated 3D scenes without
humans in them [11, 31, 32, 64, 95, 100, 101].
Note that there are also methods that predict room layouts with 3D bounding boxes [18, 29, 51, 59]. In contrast,
we reconstruct the detailed object geometry to leverage explicit contact point constraints based on the human scene
interactions, while optimizing for the scene layout.
3D Human-Scene Interaction: Humans inhabit 3D scenes.

Several methods model this and learn to populate a 3D scene
[27, 52, 98, 99]. In contrast, our work reasons about the
human and its interaction with the 3D scene from RGB observations. There are several methods that explore different
kinds of HSI; these can be divided into three categories by
the interaction granularity between the human and scene: (1)
Hand-Object [8, 9, 34, 49, 54, 81, 91]. (2) Body-Object [16,
43, 53, 80, 96]. (3) Body-Scene [10, 26, 30, 63, 74, 87].
Our proposed method focuses on reconstructing 3D
scenes composed of objects and structural elements like
the floor plane, using accumulated human scene interactions (body-objects and body-scene). Table 1, overviews
the most related work that operates on single-view RGB
images/videos. PHOSA [96] infers humans and objects together when they are in contact. They do not consider the
fact that humans do not need to contact an object to constrain
its location; their movement through free space constrains object placement. Zanfir et al. [94] only consider feet-ground
contact. iMapper [63] maps RGB videos to dynamic “interaction snapshots”, by learning “scenelets” from PiGraphs
data and fitting them to videos. However, the estimated
scene is not aligned with the 2D image, and consists of predefined CAD templates with fixed shape and size. Holistic++
[10] takes learned 3D HOI (Human Object Interaction) into
account to jointly reason about the arrangement of bodies
and objects. Both [63] and [10] do not model geometrically
detailed human-scene interaction, due to their simplified representation of the scene and bodies. Weng et al. [87] jointly
optimize the reconstructed mesh-based 3D scene and bodies, which are initialized from [64] and [66]. The approach
only considers interpenetration between objects and the human, and does not model the explicit human-scene contact.
Additionally, both [10, 87] do not model the coherence of
human-scene interactions across frames from monocular
video. In contrast to the prior work, our contribution lies in
incorporating multiple human-scene interactions collectively,
such that we can reconstruct a more accurate and consistent
scene, with physically plausible human-scene interactions.

3. Method
MOVER is an optimization-based approach that reconstructs a physically plausible 3D scene that is consistent with
predicted human-scene interactions over time (see Fig. 3).
Specifically, our method takes an RGB video or multiple imT
ages {It }t=1 as input and reconstructs the human bodies at
each time step t as well as the numerous static scene objects,
all of which reside in a common 3D space and are supported by a ground plane. In our experiments, we consider
indoor scenes containing large objects with which humans
frequently interact, i.e., chairs, beds, sofas, and tables.
We initialize our approach using separate estimates for the
3D human poses [45, 66], the 3D scene [64], and the ground
plane. Using the estimated body poses, we predict contact
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Figure 3. Overview of MOVER. Given a video/multiple images, the initialization involves using [64] to reconstruct a 3D scene from labeled
or detected 2D instance segmentation masks [42], estimating the 3D human poses and shape [45, 66], and extracting the expected contact
vertices on the estimated bodies using POSA [27]. The first step then refines the camera orientation and ground plane using the human
bodies and their foot contact. Then we optimize the object layout based on 2D bounding boxes and silhouettes to remove interpenetration
between people and objects, e.g., the human sits through the chair, stands in a table, or the legs penetrate a bed. Finally, incorporating
multiple HSIs collectively from the whole video, we improve the 3D scene further such that the bodies perform more realistic HSIs.

vertices C for all bodies using POSA [27], which predicts
likely contact vertices on the body conditioned on pose. We
further divide these vertices into foot contacts C feet and other
body part contacts C body . The explicit foot contact points
C feet are used as constraints to refine the camera orientation
and ground plane prediction. Based on this initialization, we
optimize the alignment of the objects by minimizing an objective function based on multiple human-scene interactions
(HSIs) across the entire input data.

3.1. 3D Scene Layout Optimization
Our method leverages multiple HSIs to refine the 3D
scene. Recall that these HSIs provide the following constraints: (1) humans that move in a scene are occluded or
occlude objects, thus, defining the depth ordering of the objects (depth order constraint), (2) humans move through free
space and do not interpenetrate objects (collision constraint),
(3) when humans and objects are in contact, the contact surfaces occupy the same place in space (contact constraint).
Using these constraints, our objective is:
Lscene-human = λ1 Lbbox + λ2 Locc-sil + λ3 Lscale
+ λ4 Ldepth + λ5 Lcollision + λ6 Lcontact . (1)

depth. We assume the human’s depth is accurate. If a human
occludes an object, then the far side of the person sets a limit
on how close the object can be. Alternatively, if the object
occludes the person, then the visible side of the person sets
a maximum distance for the object. This is summarized
in Fig. 4. In this way, human-object occlusion provides
constraints on scene layout even when there is no humanobject contact.
Directly applying the ordinal depth loss proposed by Jiang
et al. [35] for each image is inefficient, as the required memory increases with the number of images. In contrast, we
accumulate all single depth ordering maps into one far depth
range map D̂far and one near depth range map D̂near as:

1
T
D̂far (p) = min Dfar
(p), ..., Dfar
(p) ,

1
T
D̂near (p) = max Dnear
(p), ..., Dnear
(p) ,
where the pixel p is in the overlapping region between the human bodies and the objects. Using these accumulated depth
range maps, we constrain the depth Di (q) of a projected
pixel q from object i to lie in the corresponding range:
X X
Ldepth =
[ReLU(Di (q) − D̂far (q))
i

q∈Sili ∩Mi

We apply an occlusion-aware silhouette term Locc-sil from
[96], a 2D bounding box projection term Lbbox that constrains the top-left corner and the width of the bounding
boxes of the objects, and Lscale , an `2 regularizer to constrain
object-scale variation, see more details in Sup. Mat.

where Sili is the rendered silhouette of the object i, Mi is its
2D segmentation mask, and Di (q) is the depth of the object
i at the pixel q. See more details in Sup. Mat.

Depth Order Constraint Ldepth . The occlusion between
humans and objects can provide clues about the object’s

Collision Constraint Lcollision . To penalize all interpenetrating vertices of objects and bodies in the scene, we use

+ReLU(D̂near (q) − Di (q))],
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object masks, and based on the 3D distances between them.
We consider the vertices of sofa and chair backs and seat bottoms as contactable regions, see more details in Sup. Mat.
We minimize the distance between the contacted bodies
and the contacted object parts:
X X
Lcontact =
I(v, Oi )[CD(v y , C(Oi )y )
i

v∈C body

+CD(v ⊥y , C(Oi )⊥y )],

Detected
Human Mask

Rendered
Body Mask

Static
Object Mask

Frontal (top) Region /
Behind (bottom) Region

Figure 4. Computing depth range maps for the depth order constraint Ldepth . Given a detected human mask Mt and a rendered
body mask Silt , for each object i, we compute the overlap region
between Mi and Silt ∩ Mt as the frontal region and extract the
depth of the backside surface of the body as the near depth range
t
Dnear
of the object i. Similarly, we compute (Silt − Mt ) ∩ Mi ,
which defines the far depth range Dft ar of the object.

the signed distance field (SDF) of all reconstructed bodies.
Specifically, we calculate a signed distance field volume Vj
for each body j in a shared 3D world space, and accumulate
them into a global SDF volume as V̂ = min(V1 , ..., Vj , ...).
The SDF V̂ is stored in a volumetric grid of size 2563 ,
which spans a padded bounding box of all bodies. For a
vertex ui of an object Oi , we compute the voxel coordinates
f (ui ) = (p(ui ), q(ui ), k(ui )) in the global SDF volume,
and retrieve the corresponding SDF value V̂f (ui ) .
Based on the SDF values of all vertices of all N objects,
we resolve the scene-body interpenetration by penalizing
vertices with a negative SDF value:
XX
Lcollision =
kV̂f (ui ) k22 , V̂f (ui ) < 0.
i

where C(Oi )⊥y and C(Oi )y denote the back and the bottom
seat contact part of an object i, respectively, y denotes the
y-axis direction and ⊥ y the vertical direction to it. I(v, Oi )
is an indicator function (1 only if the contact vertex v is
assigned to the contacted object Oi , 0 else). CD denotes the
one-directional Chamfer Distance (CD), i.e., from bodies to
objects, because for large furniture like a bed or a sofa, a
human only contacts a small region of the object. In contrast,
PHOSA [96] uses a bi-directional CD, which tends to shrink
the object to match the contacted body parts.

3.2. Optimization
We optimize Eq. (1) for a specific scene w.r.t. the parameters si (scale), θi (rotation), ti (translation) of the objects
{i = 1...N }, with the Adam optimizer [41]. In the following, we detail the initialization of the 3D scene and the HPS.
Initial 3D Scene. We extract a representative 2D image I
from the input data without any human-object occlusion.
For this image, depending on the experiment, we either use
the ground truth 2D bounding boxes Bi and instance masks
Mi for all N objects in the scene or compute them using
PointRend [42]. We use [64] to get an initial 3D scene S0 ,
consisting of a ground plane y = ygp and multiple object
meshes {Oi }N
i=1 , and a perspective camera with roll and
pitch. Each object i has a translation ti ∈ R3 , scale si ∈ R3 ,
and a rotation around the y-axis θiy ∈ [0, 2π). Since the
predicted meshes of [64] are incomplete and have holes, we
use Occupancy Networks [61] and Marching Cubes [57] to
transform each object mesh into a water-tight mesh. Based
on this preparation, we first optimize the objective function
without considering the HSIs:

u

Contact Constraint Lcontact . When humans and objects
are in contact, the contact surfaces occupy the same place
in space. We propose a contact constraint to minimize the
distance between the contacted body parts and its assigned
corresponding contacted object. PHOSA [96] proposes a
loss in which they assign a whole body to only one object,
whereas humans sometimes interact with multiple objects;
e.g., a person sits on a chair and puts their hand on a table.
In contrast, we directly assign the contacted body vertices
Cibody of each body to different objects, based on the overlap
between the 2D projection of the vertices and the detected

Lscene = Locc-sil + λ1 Lbbox + λ2 Lscale .
Initialization of the ground and camera. As shown in
the third column of Fig. 3, the estimated ground plane and
camera orientation from [64] are inconsistent with the reconstructed bodies (e.g., people float in the air). Previous
methods either fix the camera orientation and only optimize
the ground plane and humans [10], or estimate them independently per image [87], which generates inconsistent camera
orientations and ground planes throughout a video. However, the camera orientation and ground plane are essential
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for producing plausible HSIs. Thus, we jointly estimate the
ground, camera and multiple humans together, by applying:
X
Lfeet (R, p) = ρ(R>
Ct feet − [0, ygp , 0]> ; σ1 ),

dataset, we find that our 3D scene reconstructions lead to
more accurate human shape and pose estimations than our
baselines. In Sec. 4.2, we analyze the different energy terms
and how they contribute to our final results.

t

where R is the camera rotation matrix calculated from pitch,
and roll, and ρ denotes a robust Geman-McClure error function [15] for down-weighting outliers and σ1 = 0.1.
Initial Estimate of 3D Bodies. To obtain an initial body
T
shape and pose estimate for the input images {It }t=1 ,
we use OpenPose [7] and SMPLify-X [66]. Specifically,
we use a perspective camera and estimate the pose parameters θt of SMPL-X for each frame with shared body
shape parameters β. SMPLify-X requires a good initialization and, for this, we use PARE [45] because it is robust
to occlusion and our scenes involve significant occlusion.
PARE outputs SMPL, which we convert to SMPL-X [1],
and use the resulting 3D joints to initialize SMPLify-X,
see more details in Sup. Mat.
We then optimize all SMPL-X parameters to minimize
an objective function EBody of multiple terms, as described
in SMPLify-X [66] (see ESMPLify-X ) :
EBody =

T
X

(ESMPLify-X (t)) + λsmooth Lsmooth .

t=1

To reduce jitter, we add a constant-velocity motion smoothing term on 3D joints J and their 2D projections J Proj :
Lsmooth =

T
−1
X

ρ (kJt−1 + Jt+1 − 2 × Jt k; σ2 )

t=1



Proj
Proj
+ρ kJt−1
+ Jt+1
− 2 × JtProj k; σ3 ,
where σ2 = 0.1 and σ3 = 100. To avoid noisy and unreliable body poses, and therefore, incorrect human-scene
interactions during optimization, we also filter out outliers
based on a constant-velocity assumption. To that end, we
calculate the acceleration of the pelvis νt and the joints αt
of a person in frame t. We filter out frames in which either
pelvis translation or joint velocities are above a threshold;
that is, {j : νj < τpelvis ∩ αj < τlocal , j ∈ {1...T }}, where
τpel , τlocal are the thresholds for the pelvis acceleration and
the local pose acceleration, respectively.

4. Experiments
To evaluate the influence of accumulated HSIs on the
optimized 3D scene layout, we use two different datasets,
PiGraphs [74] and PROX [26] (see Sup. Mat.). In comparison to [64] and [87], we achieve state-of-the-art 3D
scene layout reconstruction, both quantitatively (see Sec. 4.1)
and qualitatively (see Sec. 4.3). On the PROX quantitative

4.1. Quantitative Analysis
We perform several experiments to investigate the effectiveness of our proposed method in three parts: 3D scene
reconstruction, human-scene interaction (HSI) reconstruction, and human pose and shape (HPS) estimation.
3D Scene Reconstruction. Following [10, 32, 64, 87], we
compute the 3D IoU and 2D IoU of object bounding boxes to
evaluate the 3D scene reconstruction and the consistency between the 3D world and 2D image on PROX and PiGraphs.
However, the 3D IoU is coarse and does not capture the error
in an object’s orientation, which is quite important for physically plausible HSI, e.g., a human can not sit on an armed
chair with the wrong orientation. Therefore, we introduce
the point2surface distance (p2s) to measure the distance
from a cropped object mesh to the estimated 3D object mesh.
It enables 3D scene reconstruction evaluation with more
geometric details including orientation and shape. Given
2D labeled or detected [42] bounding boxes and masks, our
method improves the input [64] significantly, and outperforms [87] on all scene-reconstruction metrics and different
datasets, as shown in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3.
Furthermore, we evaluate the error of the camera orientation and ground plane penetration [68] using the estimated
foot contact vertices (see Tab. 4). We find that jointly optimizing the camera orientation and the ground plane using
foot contact significantly improves accuracy compared to
the initial estimate from [64].
Human-scene Interaction Reconstruction. To evaluate
the physical plausibility of the estimated scene, we compute
the metrics used in prior work [27, 98, 99]. Specifically,
for each reconstructed body and 3D scene, we calculate (1)
the non-collision score to measure the ratio of body mesh
vertices that do not penetrate the estimated 3D scene, divided
by the number of all body mesh vertices, and (2) the contact
score to denote whether the body is in contact with the 3D
scene or not. The contact score is 1, if at least one vertex of a
body interpenetrates the 3D scene. We report the mean noncollision score and mean contact scores among all videos
and all bodies. In Tab. 2, MOVER achieves the best balance
between non-collision and contact.
The estimated scenes with detected 2D boxes and masks
[42] provide lower HSI scores than with 2D GT. This is
mainly because of the mis-detected objects from [42]. Since
the reconstructed scenes of [87] do not support human-scene
contact well, e.g., a sitting body often floats, due to the lack
of explicit human-scene contact modeling, it has a better
non-collision score but a lower contact score.
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Methods
HolisticMesh [87]
Total3D [64]
Ours

BBOX&Mask
PointRend
PointRend
PointRend

HolisticMesh [87]
Total3D [64]
Ours

2D GT
2D GT
2D GT

Ablation Study

2D GT

Setting
Cam.
Contact

3

3

3
3
3
3
3
3

Depth

Colli.

3

3

3

3

3
3

3

Scene Recon.
IoU3D ↑
P2S↓
IoU2D ↑
0.211
0.410
0.648
0.246
0.319
0.522
0.309
0.221
0.777

HSI
Non-Col ↑
0.990
0.974
0.977

Cont. ↑
0.369
0.510
0.612

3

0.267
0.196
0.383

0.237
0.369
0.199

0.745
0.227
0.898

0.988
0.963
0.986

0.491
0.440
0.673

3

0.374
0.389
0.381
0.393
0.383

0.206
0.199
0.205
0.194
0.199

0.859
0.904
0.904
0.907
0.903

0.979
0.983
0.980
0.983
0.984

0.738
0.697
0.773
0.638
0.674

3

(B) PROX qualitative

(A) PiGraphs

Table 2. Quantitative results for 3D scene understanding (3D object detection) and human-scene interaction on the PROX qualitative dataset.
P2S, Non-Col and Cont denote point2surface distance, Non-Collision and Contactness respectively. In each column, red is the best result
among methods that take 2D labeled masks as input; blue is the second best. The check marks indicate which constraints are used.

RGB Input

Ours

Total3D [64]

HolisticMesh [87]

Figure 5. Qualitative results on PiGraphs [74] (top) and PROX [26] (bottom). Our method recovers better 3D scenes and HPS, which
supports more
plausible HSIs, compared with two baselines: Total3D [64] and HolisticMeshTotal3D
[87]. []
RGB Input
Ours

Human Pose and Shape (HPS) Estimation. Can we use
the estimated 3D scene to, in turn, improve 3D HPS? Here
we follow PROX but replace the scanned 3D scene of PROX
with our estimated 3D scene. In Tab. 5, we evaluate the HPS
estimation on PROX quantitative using the metrics from [26].
Specifically, we report (1) the mean per-joint error (PJE) and

HolisticMesh []

(2) the mean vertex-to-vertex distance (V2V). Unlike the
common measures in the field, neither of these metrics align
the body with ground truth, either at the pelvis or using full
Procrustes alignment. For completeness, we also compute
these metrics with Procrustes alignment, denoted as p.PJE
and p.V2V, respectively. Note that the metrics w./o. Pro-
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Methods
Cooperative [31]
Holistic++ [10]
HolisticMesh [87]
Ours

IoU2D ↑
68.6
75.1
75.6
79.2

IoU3D ↑
21.4
24.9
26.3
27.8

Methods
RGB [26]
PROX [26]

With Image2Mesh Models
HolisticMesh [87]
190.78
192.21
72.72
baseline∗
219.62
222.50
75.92
+CamGP
176.41
180.09
73.41
+CamGP+SDF
175.98
179.98
73.96
Ours
174.37
178.31
73.60

Table 3. Quantitative results for 3D scene understanding (3D object
detection) on PiGraphs dataset [74].

Methods
Total3D [64]
Ours

pitch ↓
0.059
0.042

Cam. Orien.
roll ↓
mean ↓
0.031
0.045
0.034
0.038

Ground Pen
Freq. ↓
Dist. ↓
0.316
0.167
0.100
0.112

Table 4. Errors in the camera orientation and the ground penetration
using foot contact on the PROX qualitative dataset.

crustes alignment (PJE and V2V) are more meaningful here,
since we want to evaluate how well the method solves for
the translation, rotation, and scaling of the human body.
As shown in Tab. 5, with estimated camera orientation and
ground plane constraints (+CamGP), the PJE and V2V are
both improved by a significant margin +43.21 and +42.41
respectively, w.r.t. our baseline. We also see that our refined
scene can further refine our estimated bodies by applying the
SDF loss (+SDF) and the contact loss (+Contact) from [26].
Our final body estimation outperforms HolisticMesh [87]
and is similar to PROX, without having access to a scanned
3D scene.

4.2. Ablation Study
To analyze the contribution of the accumulated HSIs and
the different constraints, we conducted multiple ablation
studies; see Tab. 2. All three proposed HSI constraints (depth
order, collision, and contact) help to improve 3D scene reconstruction in different ways. The contact constraint produces
the highest human-scene contact scores, but decreases the
non-collision score. The collision and depth order both contribute to the non-collision score. However, using only the
depth order constraint achieves a slightly better 3D scene
than our full model, but leads to worse human-scene contact
scores. By applying all constraints, our method can generate
a 3D scene that supports more physically plausible HSIs.

4.3. Qualitative Analysis
In Fig. 5, we show reconstructed 3D scenes and humans
along with frames from the RGB videos, to demonstrate the
effectiveness and generality of our approach on different
datasets (PROX [26] and PiGraphs [74]). MOVER recovers
better 3D scenes and HPS compared to Total3D [64] and
HolisticMesh [87]. See Sup. Mat. for more examples.

With G.T Captured 3D Scene Scans
PJE↓
V2V ↓
p.PJE ↓
220.27
218.06
73.24
167.08
166.51
71.97

p.V2V↓
60.80
61.14
61.01
68.34
67.33
68.29
67.89

Table 5. Quantitative results for human pose estimation on PROX
quantitative dataset (baseline∗ denotes batch-wise SMPLify-X,
Ours: +CamGP+SDF+Contact.)

5. Discussion
Based on single-view inputs, our proposed method optimizes the 3D pose of objects in a scene. While we assume a
static camera, future work should explore moving cameras
and structure-from-motion techniques to better estimate the
3D scene. We also assume that the scene is static. However, humans move objects when interacting with the world,
resulting in a dynamic scene layout. We believe that our proposed constraints based on HSIs will be beneficial for future
work on reconstructing dynamic scenes. Besides optimizing
the 3D scene layout, we do not change the initial shape estimate of an object. A more flexible and adjustable geometric
object representation, e.g., an implicit representation, would
be beneficial. One could then optimize over the space of
object shapes in addition to object poses. While here we
focus on large objects like furniture, hand-held objects are
also important and are likely subject to different constraints.
During HSI, bodies are often occluded, causing errors in estimated 3D human pose. These estimates could be improved
by incorporating strong human motion priors [68, 97].

6. Conclusion
We have introduced MOVER, which reconstructs a 3D
scene by exploiting 3D humans interacting with it. We
have demonstrated that accumulated HSIs, computed from a
monocular video, can be leveraged to improve the 3D reconstruction of a scene. The reconstructed scene, in turn, can
be used to improve 3D human pose estimation. In contrast
to the state of the art, MOVER can reconstruct a consistent,
physically plausible 3D scene layout.
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